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In February the History department took 38 Year 10 Students to the Battlefields sites of
France and Belgium.
This
is
always
a
successful trip with the
students returning with a
greater
depth
of
understanding on issues
such as war, loss and
politics.
It was fantastic to hear
the
students
talking
about what they had
seen and did during the
day when completing
their scrapbooks in the
evening. There were lots
of thought provoking
questions.
Please go to page 4
where student, Annabelle
Custard, has written an
article to share her
personal experience with
us.
MISS PUCKETT - Head of History

CELEBRATING
ACHIEVEMENT
It was great to welcome distinguished guests, parents, family and friends
to the school earlier this term when the school held its annual Senior
Awards Afternoon.
This is a wonderful event that celebrates
the achievements and accomplishments
of our current Year 12 and 13 students,
together with the presentation of prizes.
We were honoured to welcome
Parkstone Alumna Pip Woods, Managing
Director of Rockley Park, who presented
the prizes. Pip also gave an inspiring and
very humorous speech which offered a
great insight into her life after Parkstone.
Pip said, “I am absolutely privileged to
return to Parkstone Grammar School to
present awards. I certainly have so many
Pip Woods,
fond memories of my time here of the
former student and current
experiences that the school gave me and Managing Director of Rockley Park
the friendships that I still have.”
Performances from
student
musical
soloists, chamber
choir, orchestra and
two gym and dance
groups also added to
an
entertaining
afternoon to reward
not only our prize
winners
but
recognise
the
outstanding
achievements of all
students.

AND ALL
THAT JAZZ!
At the beginning of February all
Year 8 students had a
wonderful time when they took
part in a Jazz Workshop
organised by SoundStorm,
Poole’s Music Hub.
The day was thoroughly enjoyed
by the students, who had the
opportunity to hear a group of
professional Jazz musicians
play followed by a session
working with the visiting
musicians
in
class
performances of music that
they had been preparing over
the past few weeks.
Students particularly enjoyed
hearing the ‘live’ performance
given by the professional
players and the way that their
own
performances
were
combined and enhanced by
our visitors.
The feedback from
all classes was
very positive,
with
some
students now
being jazz
converts!
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MESSAGE FROM THE HEADTEACHER
As the Spring bulbs start to bloom we can look back at a very busy year so far. There have been a number
of whole school events and activities in which students have excelled and had new experiences.
We have introduced a new feature to our newsletter this term and on-going. This will provide up-to-date
advice and guidance to parents and carers from outside agencies on matters of safety and well-being. This
might include advice on how to keep you daughter safe from online grooming, for example. If there are particular areas
on which you would welcome a focus please let us know by emailing us at enquiries@parkstone.poole.sch.uk.
Trips in the Spring Term included a Year 10 trip to the First World War battlefields in Flanders, a sixth form trip to
Washington and a Languages trip to Italy. We endeavour to provide a range of opportunities outside of lessons to allow
your daughter to visit new places and experience the awe and wonder of the wider world.
The Spring Term also saw the fantastic Gym and Dance competition. Students of all age groups worked hard to develop
creative and technical routines that they performed in confidence to their peers during the day, and to parents in the
evening showcase event. Creativity was yet again seen at World Book Day when students and staff alike dressed as a
character from a book to celebrate a love of literature and the power of a great story.
Students in Years 11, 12 and 13 look towards their final few weeks before study leave and examinations and we wish them
every success in their final preparations. Can I take the opportunity to wish them all the very best of luck.

Tracy Harris

EPQ

FRENCH
EXCHANGE
It was with great pleasure that we once again
welcomed our French partners as part of the French Exchange.
The French friends had a busy me planned for them, including a trip to London
when they went they visited the London Eye, and also enjoyed some sightseeing
in the capital city. Addional events included a trip to Salisbury where they enjoyed
a tour of the cathedral tower and an illuminated leers workshop. The students
also travelled to Bath where they visited the Roman Baths and the Fashion
Museum. They also spent a day in school, learning about life in an English school,
as well as spending the weekend with their host families, enjoying life in an English
home.
We asked our French friends for their impressions of England - and of Parkstone and we are sure you will enjoy their comments:
ON SCHOOL
* The gymnasium was fabulous - it was really huge - so was the keep ﬁt room.
* The lavatories were spacious and clean, they have mirrors, that’s great ! But you
have to pull the chain, that’s really strange!
* The metable is much beer, the pupils start later and ﬁnish earlier than in
France. In Bobée, we have an 8am to 4 :30 pm day.
* The girls seem to respect each other which is not always the case at our school.
* An all-girls school is very strange for us and we can see some pros and cons to
this system. On one hand, it can be beer for girls because boys can be annoying
but on the other hand boys can make us laugh.
ON HOME
* It’s peculiar that there is carpeng everywhere (apart from the kitchen). This
makes the house cosy but it isn’t good if you drop your food on the ﬂoor in the
dining area. The windows are very diﬀerent from those in France.
* The English have very strange eang mes. At the weekend, they have a very late
lunch and a very early dinner whereas in France, we eat around midday. And the
parents don’t always eat with the children.
* They watch strange TV programmes called sitcoms with laughs in the
background. There are vegetables for each meal.
* They don’t like physical contact that much - they can hug but don’t kiss like the
French though t-hey might give one lile kiss.
ON TOWNS
* In the towns, there are no white lines to cross the streets, we don’t know where
the pedestrian crossings are, that’s dangerous.
The shops are great, they are more aracve. The
clothes are cheaper and more fashionable. You
have to pay for shopping bags.
* Fish and chips are delicious!
* People are friendlier, more relaxed.
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The Extended Project Qualiﬁcaon is a
single piece of work, requiring a high degree
of planning, preparaon and autonomous
working. The projects diﬀer by subjects, but
require persistence over me and research
skills to explore a subject independently and
in real depth; the course is a full AS
qualiﬁcaon and is studied by students in
Year 13. As well as wring a 5000+ word
wrien dissertaon, the students also
deliver a 15 minute presentaon to an
audience (a mix of students, parents and
teachers, with quite a challenging queson
and answer session following the
presentaon).
During the Spring Term the Year 13 students
delivered their presentaons. The quality of
presentaons was extremely high – with
many students clearly working at
undergraduate standard.
Completed EPQ presentaons so far
include:
• To what extent is the current UK
Government addressing the rapid increase
in adolescent mental health disorders?
• To what extent has the legacy of the
2012 Olympics impacted on parcipaon in
sport in the UK?
• To what extent does nutrion have an
outcome on the standard of living for
HIV/AIDS suﬀerers in developing countries?
• To what extent is the Hedgehog pathway
an eﬀecve treatment for cancer?
• To what extent can architecture be truly
eco-friendly?
• To what extent does classical geometry
inﬂuence modern mathemacs?
• What measures could be implemented
to reduce the consumpon of shark ﬁn
worldwide?
• To what extent has Feminism become
the unacceptable ‘F-word’?
• The creaon of a children’s reading book
incorporang aspects of Makaton in order
to aid early communicaon.
Current Year 12 students will have the
opportunity to apply for the EPQ course
when they return from AS examinaons in
the Summer Term.

WORLD BOOK DAY
World Book Day, our annual celebraon of books and reading was not only a huge success, but highly entertaining. It’s rare to be threatened
with the Chokey by Mrs Best, (AKA Miss Trunchbull) but on the 3 March, anything goes at Parkstone.
One of the highlights of the day was the famous ‘Guess the Teacher’s Book Character’ compeon. There was no point asking teachers which
book characters they were (that’d be cheang!), but they were usually prepared to drop some prey heavy hints and clues. There was also
an amazingly high standard of entries for the student costume compeon: le, right and centre we saw outstanding eﬀorts from so many
students — whether homemade or bought for the momentous occasion, each costume was imaginave and added to the animated
atmosphere. Look out for your favourites in the display on the English landing…
Prize-winners in the dress up compeon this year were both dressed as characters from Roald Dahl books. Rosie Parkin in 7R won the student
prize for her very sweet and lovingly assembled BFG costume, and Mrs Best won the staﬀ prize as Mrs Trunchbull, complete with long white
socks and military green jacket, wielding a rounders bat. Millie Kelsall in 8N won the ‘Guess The Teacher’s Book Character’ compeon.
Congratulaons to all winners - they received book token prizes - naturally!
We would like to thank everyone who contributed to this spectacular event: whether dressing up, donang or buying books at our giant book
sale (over £50 was raised from this alone!), the students and staﬀ helped to make World Book Day so lively. Parcular thanks go to Ms Jarra
and the English Prefect Team for their diligent work behind the scenes in organising the assemblies and all the fundraising events with such
dedicaon. All funds were raised will go to Jambo Jipya, our Kenyan partner school, to provide much-needed schoolbooks and other educaonal
resources. - Frankie Holman, English Prefect, Year 12

GREENPOWER
It's all go for the Greenpower teams as they race to complete their
preparations ready for the first practice day at Goodwood
racetrack on Sunday 17 April. Team Bruce are busy completing
the re-build of Bruce with an entirely new back end to improve its
aerodynamics thus using less power and travel further. They are also building their own electronic tracking system to collect
details about battery usage, distance travelled etc to improve the efficiency of the car.
Our Sixth Form team are making excellent use of the Computer Aided Design software and human expertise of our Siemens
engineers to design a completely new car. They are also battling against time to prepare their car for the Goodwood race
day.
If you would like to know more about the Greenpower project please contact Mrs Scopes.
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Washington
The 5 day trip to Washington in February was an amazing experience,
From touring the Pentagon to visiting Congress, there wasn’t a
moment we weren’t active. Days out included a visit to US Capitol,
The Senate & House Galleries; a Supreme Court tour; a Guided tour
of The Library of Congress; Arlington Cemetery; Washington
Memorials/Lincoln Memorial; and The White House Visitor Centre
It is my favourite trip to run and students Instagrammed their way
round every site Washington had to offer. The collection of matching
jumpers that were worn on the plane on the way home were
testament to the enjoyable time had by all and the great memories of
the trip they will take away.
DANIELLE WILLIS
Head of Politics

Spring
Concert
On 2 March we held our
Spring Concert in which
we featured a wide variety
of music performed by
our various musical
ensembles, led by Mr
Barber, Mrs Farbridge, Dr
Estall,
instrumental
teaching
staff
and
students.
The
students
all
performed brilliantly and
many of the audience
have complemented us
on the quality of the
music we played and
sang.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH
The Duke of Edinburgh Bronze training weekend took place
on 19 and 20 March. Eighty two Year 10 students spent a
day learning how to put up tents and how to cook a 3 course
meal on a Trangia. They learnt how to read a map, to read
grid references and to relate the features on the map to the
world around them. They also put their maths skills into
acon and used a compass to take bearings to aid with
navigaon. They then spent a day walking near Badbury
Rings pung their new found skills into acon.
Congratulaons also go to the Year 11 students who have now completed their Bronze Award and received
their cerﬁcates from the Mayor in February:
Emily Brooks
Rianne Harris
Liberty Miles
Claire Wignall

Elizabeth Burt
Chloe Harris
Emily Olive

Charloe Danby Olivia Davies
Fran Hately
Suzannah Hosier
Alexandra Sanders Zoe Schneider

Jade Godby
Sian Lynk
Charloe Wardzinski

WW1 BATTLEFIELDS
As reported on the front page, Year 10 students took a trip to the
First World War Battlefields in February. Here student Annabelle
Custard shares her experience with us.
The Battlefields Trip - Student Reflection
On the trip we visited some great sites, from museums to
memorials, from massive craters to mud swamped trenches – all
I can say is, I’m glad I took my wellies! However, the best part of
the trip for me had to be the remembrance ceremony at the
Menin Gate memorial in Ypres. The last night was the perfect
opportunity to see it, as it rounded off the trip nicely, and was a
poignant reminder of all we’d seen and visited over the past three
days. Prior to the ceremony, we got some time to ourselves in
Ypres, resulting in, naturally, backpacks full of chocolate!
Of course, I can’t deny that the whole experience was incredibly
moving. Every name etched into a headstone, or carved onto a
wall, was a solemn reminder of the dreadful losses of the First
World War. The thought provoking memorials and huge
cemeteries we visited really helped bring it home just how huge the
losses of the Great War had been, for all sides. Yet somehow,
throughout the whole trip, there was for me an underlying sense
of courage and honour, and hope for the future.
I discovered a few things during the time we spent in Belgium:
1. That even through the darkest times, of death and destruction,
humanity still exists with those brave enough to display it;
2. That there are so many more human aspects to the First
World War than you ever even consider; and
3. That Belgian waffles are absolutely divine!
Returning home may have seemed like a sauna following the raw
cold of Belgium, yet I know that, given the chance, I would go again
in a heartbeat.
By Annabelle Custard
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The Menin Gate at night

GYM & DANCE COMPETITION 2016
Our annual Gym and Dance compeon was, yet again, a memorable and excing event. Every year the school enjoys the familiar“buzz” as
students plan and rehearse their rounes. As the big day gets closer, every corner of the school reveals a diﬀerent group of dancers or gymnasts
pracsing their moves. Girls from all year groups entered the compeon performing to an incredibly high standard. There were some excellent
displays and some outstanding choreography. Congratulaons to all who took part! Below are just some of the talented parcipants.

PASTORAL ROOM - with a view!
Supporting a peaceful and calm environment, our in house
Artist Andrea Hook has displayed her talents by painting a
beautiful mural on one wall of the Pastoral Room.
This room is often used by students at times of distress or
anxiety as a place to regain calmness - and Andrea’s
beautiful mural goes a long way to supporting that!
Inspired by Knoll Beach at Studland, the mural is a beach
scene, incorporating wildlife and flowers.

YOUNG ENTERPRISE
The Young Enterprise Company programme Dorset Heats
recently took place at Talbot Heath School, Bournemouth.
Ten teams including two comprising students from
Parkstone took part (Vega and Sparrow crafts). The
products developed included retro crafts and personalised
signage using driftwood.
Since September students have been working hard to
develop their products, attend trade fairs as well as seeking
funding from investors by attending a Dragons Den event
earlier this year.

CAREERS CONVENTION
On Wednesday 9 March we were delighted to welcome representatives of higher
education, industry and commerce. You may recall on that day that we had high winds
and heavy rain, with a van over turning on the A35 making national news. So we were
pleased, and relieved when so may students and parents came to the event!
It is a great opportunity to speak with the
people who are actually doing the jobs to
find out what it is really like and the best
way to get in to that particular line of
work. Some students even managed to
arrange work experience placements for
the holidays.
Research has shown that students who
attend careers related events, complete
work experience and have employability
skills earn on average 16% more than
students who don`t. (Dr Anthony Mann,
Director of Research and Policy,
Education and Employers Taskforce)
We are aware that some students and
parents didn`t attend as they had
attended the previous year. We would
urge everyone to attend each year for
several reasons; the labour market is
changing very fast, careers are
continually evolving and the Convention
strives to have different employers
attend each year. Being aware of the
vast range of employment on offer
cannot be valued highly enough.
As a school we are very proud of the
education offered to our students and
wish to capitalise on this with effective
and relevant careers planning. To build on this we are currently working towards our
Investors in Careers Award.
We look forward to seeing you all at the Careers Convention next year!
We would like to express our sincere thanks to all the companies and individuals who
have freely given their time to support this event. We would particularly like to thank
Bidvest who donated the ingredients for the delegates buffet.
JULIA WILKINSON - Careers Coordinator
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SAFEGUARDING UPDATES
We are introducing a new feature to our termly newsleers to keep parents and carers informed of latest guidance to keep
your daughter safe. This might include safety online, sexng, extremism and other safeguarding risks. The ﬁrst features this
term focuses on preparing for examinaons and the risks of extremism and radicalisaon. We hope you ﬁnd these features
useful and please let us know if there are parcular areas you would like us to cover.
PRODUCED BY LOCAL POLICE FOR SCHOOLS & PARENTS :

RADICALISATION & EXTREMISM :
Advice for Parents & Carers
As a parent, you may be concerned about how radicalisation and extremism could affect your child, in the same way that you are concerned about
other issues and risks they face as they grow up in modern day society.
Reports in the media have highlighted cases where young people have been radicalised and drawn into extreme or terrorist groups; despite the worry
this causes, the reality is that the odds of this affecting you as a parent are very low, most young people never follow extreme pathways.
While it is rare for children and young people to become involved in terrorist activity, from an early age they can be exposed to extremism, terrorism
or prejudiced views through a variety of influences around them.
As part of our commitment to working in partnership, we’ve put together this leaflet to support you to discus this topic with your child and to raise
awareness of how we can all work together to keep communities safe.

What is prevent?
Prevent is a key part of the Government’s Counter Terrorism Strategy (CONTEST); its aim is to reduce the risk of terrorism to the UK, so people can go
about their lives freely and with confidence.
CONTEST has found strands, often known as the four Ps:

PROTECT – strengthen protection against a terrorist attack
PREPARE – mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack
PURSUE – stop terrorist attacks
PREVENT - stop people becoming terrorist or supporting terrorism
Channel is the key element of the Prevent part of the strategy.
Channel is about safeguarding children and adults from being drawn into committing terrorist-related activity; through partnership working and
early intervention, its aim is to protect and divert people away from the risk they face before crimes occur.
Local authorities, education, health sectors, social services, children’s and youth services, offender management, the police and the local community
will all work in partnership to:
1. Identify individuals at risk of being drawn into terrorism
2. Assess the nature and extend of the risk
3. Develop the most appropriate support plan for them

What does this all mean?
Meanings associated with terrorism are given here in brief:

Terrorism is the unlawful use of violence or a threat of violence to support a belief or ideology.
Extremism is the use of extreme behaviour to support a belief or ideology. Not all
extremism is harmful or criminal, but some people behave in an extreme way and go on
to become terrorists. Any idea can be taken to an extreme, but when they are, they
often lead to violence/harm to others.

Radicalisation is the process of someone developing extremist views which can lead
them to join extreme or terrorist groups.
There is no ‘one-way’ process of radicalisation, there are often many factors or experiences
which lead a person to be radicalised to participate in extremist or terrorist behaviour.
The diagram opposite gives examples of some known factors which may contribute to a
person’s vulnerability to be radicalised (not exhaustive)

What is the threat?
Although rare in the UK, terrorism is a threat to us all from a minority of people who
encourage or glorify violence in the name of a political ideology or a religion.
Threat to the UK is largely from Al-Qaida and ISIS influenced terrorists and those people
returning from international war zones such as Syria and Iraq; however, it may be
recognised that there are other extremist groups who also pose a threat to public order
and the British multi-cultural way of life, these include:
Irish Dissidents
Fascists
Eco-Terrorist
Animal Rights Organisations
Far Right Extremists
Racists
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SAFEGUARDING UPDATES
WHAT CAN I DO?
There isn’t a magic checklist for parents to use to know what could make their child become an extremist; you know
your child better than anyone else, explore changes in their behaviour just as you would with other issue of concern.
This is not an easy task for parents given that children change as they grow up; changing moods, resenting authority
and pushing boundaries is quite normal behaviour and will not mean they’re being radicalised.
The points below aim to help you discuss, reassure and support your child about radicalisation and extremism.

Talk to your Child
Talking is an essential part of the process for young people to explore and understand alternative points of views; talking can help them develop
informed and balanced views, values and attitudes.
Let your child know they can speak to you and you are willing to have an open and honest discussion with them about their thoughts and feelings
about extremism, radicalisation and terrorism, they are naturally curious and opinionated; not allowing them to talk about topics like this can
increase their curiosity and draw them to find out more in other ways such as the internet.
Talking helps you make an assessment of your child’s views and understanding giving you an opportunity to clarify facts, address any distortion in
their views and identify any issues of concern; talking will also help them develop skills to express and share their experiences, views, values and
attitudes with others in a healthy way, and recognise the importance of challenging extremist views.

Internet and Social Media
Monitor what your child is doing on the internet just as you would with any other risk to them online.
It is a fact ... your child could visit a website or meet people online which can influence them towards extreme views, and increase the risk of them
becoming radicalised.
Curiosity could lead your child to search for this material themself or be befriended by a ‘radicaliser’ with
Radicalisers use the internet to
the intention of influencing their beliefs to persuade them to join their cause.
‘groom’ young people. They
This emphasises the need to be open and to discuss this issue with your child:
use sites such as Facebook,
EXPLAIN - what the intentions are of some people online – radicalise/groom.
Twitter or YouTube.
REASSURE - what to do if they’re worried about something that’s happened or they’ve seen online.
They may invite them to join
REASSURE - what to do if they suspect someone is trying to radicalise them.
discussions on less well-known
sites such as Kik, Whisper,
You can monitor online activity by checking the browsing history on your child’s phone to see what sites
they have accessed; this is usually located in the menu, if unsure, contact the phone provider for more
Yik Yak or Omegle as these
advice.
are harder to monitor and
easier to hide their identity.

Positive Influences

Encourage positive ways for your child to channel their energy and focus their thinking, for example
sports, clubs, hobbies etc which all offer an identity and a sense of team/community.
Being part of a positive group can also introduce your child to positive friends and
role models to aspire to; this can reduce the chance of them forming factors which
can lead to risk and vulnerability of radicalisation.

DORSET POLICE
Call 101 for advice
If a child is at risk of immediate harm call 999
Email the Prevent Team :
SRU@dorset.pnn.police.uk

What can I do if I have concerns?

If you have concerns that your child may be involved in extremism or being
radicalised, support and advice is available from a range of experts and services who
will work together to help safeguard your child:
ANTI-TERRORIST HOTLINE
NSPCC – If you’re concerned about a child’s safety call 0808 800 500 24/7 or email: National Anti-Terrorist hotline encourages reports
help@nspcc.or.uk
from the public if they notice anything which
Internet Matters – Provides advice and information for parents about online
strikes you as not quite right and out of place which
radicalisation
causes concerns.
Talk to your daughter’s teachers: school can help identify signs that children
may be being targetted by extremists; they will also have connections with services to
REPORTING ONLINE TERRORIST MATERIAL
help if there are signs they are being radicalised or are at risk.
Report illegal terrorist information, pictures or
videos you’ve found on the internet. Your report
will be treated anonymously.
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Dr Faustus

PUNK ROCK

Earlier this year a group of us journeyed up
to Straord-upon-Avon to see Christopher
Marlowe's Doctor Faustus by the RSC. We
gathered at the Swan Theatre aer dinner,
found our seats - incredibly in the front row
- and waited with bated breath.
The play follows its eponymous main, Faustus, who makes a deal
with the demon Mephistophilis for supernatural abilies, eventually
meeng his doom when his benefactor returns to take his soul to
Hell. The actors playing Faustus and Mephistophilis had an incredibly
believable connecon. The ﬁrst scene introduced the idea of
mirroring between them by having them act in unison, reﬂecons,
moving in sync and striking a match to determine who would play
who: the last match burning is Faustus'. This intriguing duality was
echoed later when Mephistophilis gave Faustus' famous monologue
concerning Helen of Troy. When Faustus conjured up Helen, the
eloquent nature of his words were undermined, as having
Mephistophilis speak them allowed Faustus to dance unnervingly
with the apparion, descending into a violent trance-like seizure of
madness. Having Helen represented as a child increased its intensity,
creang a horriﬁed tension in a modern audience that shuddered to
see the innocent and vulnerable Helen dance with the crazed and
unpredictable Faustus.
The producon's emphasis of the psychological impact on Faustus
parcularly struck me, and the simplisc stage that was never reset
accumulated the debris of performance - by the end, chalk, paint,
blood, petals, and wine caked the ﬂoor - to mirror Faustus' increasing
state of insanity. The lack of an interval and fantasc score
heightened the building hysteria to a poignant ﬁnal scene that le a
moment of lingering silence before the extensive applause began.
Aer the performance we enthused about the commentary of this
parcular version, the curiously punk representaons of the seven
deadly sins, the powerful and somewhat controversial ending, the
savagely authoritave female Lucifer (unsurprisingly a hit with
Parkstone girls), and whether anybody else found Mephistophilis
"weirdly aracve" - we can't be expected to remain enrely
academic in our enthusiasm.
Ulmately, the trip was absolutely thrilling, and the long journey
back was dominated by fervent discussion (and sleep). Personally, I
loved every moment, and would like to give thanks to Mrs Best and
Ms Ashby for making it happen.

For several years now Parkstone and Poole Grammar School
have held an annual student production led by Year 13
Theatre Studies students from both schools. The project is
in addition to their course but provides a superb opportunity
to enrich their experience and understanding of Theatre,
whilst showcasing their amazing talent outside the
classroom. The students involved have complete
responsibility for and ownership of the work in every single
aspect of staging and running a show.
Over the years this tradition has grown in scale, success and
degree of accomplishment. In more recent years students
have moved from their own written and adapted projects to
new writing such as Ella Hickson's 'Boys' and this year's
'Punk Rock'. As the title suggests, this play is edgy, shocking
and very contemporary. It examines the pressures on young
people in society today. Their hopes and dreams, worst
excesses and nightmares laid bare with harrowing clarity.
Not for the faint hearted and a brave choice from this young
theatre company.
This production lived up to its dynamic title in every aspect.
The sophisticated direction of Amelia Moore and Harrison
Brodie ensured a compelling experience for the audience in
all aspects of staging, soundtrack, lighting and direction of
action. Callum Potter, Imogen Clamp, Emma Armitage,
James Crossley, Kyle Cox, Bonnie Schwarz, Lewis Shepherd
and the ensemble played out the banter, relationships,
tensions and menace to its tragic conclusion.
Scenes unfolded with a seemingly effortless natural delivery
with each actor painting their characters as painfully real.
The audience laughed, were shocked and moved, as
enthralled by the talent of the company as they were by the
plot twists of Simon Stephens brilliant writing.
Congratulations Student Production of 2016 on an
outstanding achievement. We are so very proud of you all.
MISS WHELAN - Head of Drama

Martha Fooks - Year 13

ANTIBULLYING
On the 5 March, 15 Year 9 students took part in an anti-bullying workshop where
they were educated on the different types of bullying and how to combat it. As the
representatives from the other schools were guided in, we were presented with
some forms to fill in, after receiving our badges and notebooks, a pencil and a pen.
There were some primary schools in the hall, but there were students a couple of
years older than us as well. One of the schools that attended was Turlin Moor. Our
school had the honour of holding the event. It was quite a lot bigger than we
expected, there were about 90 students there as a whole.
The first activity we had was where we were split in half and Paul, an Anti-bullying
Ambassador and Advisor, told us some statements and we had to move to stand
under the sign either saying ‘True’, ‘False’ or ‘I Don’t Know’. This let us all know
different facts about bullying and who gets bullied and some statistics. The second
activity was a parachute activity that made us all feel younger again. We each had
to say a sentence starting with ‘It is true of me that I have…’ or ‘It is true of me that
I am…’ where we learnt all about how we all have differences and not to judge
them. When a statement was said that was true about us, we had to run under
the parachute and run to a free space. Most of our representatives just stayed in the same sort of area. After our break, we started on our little booklet
we were given, and filled in a lot of pages. Some of which were to be creative in our own way, and some which involved us walking around the hall
and introducing ourselves to the other students. We had to find 12 different students who fitted into different categories on our page, for example,
‘Has met a celebrity’ or ‘Is wearing miss-matched socks’. This was a good way to break the communication and shyness barrier of most of us. The last
activity we did was grouping in our schools and sitting in a circle (well, close enough to a circle, anyway). We were given three different scenarios of
bullying, and we had to pick two people to act the situation out and then between all of us, decide what we should do in that situation. This was
incredibly useful as it showed us all how to act if we are talked to about bullying, and how to go about sorting everything out.
Overall, it was a very helpful and informative day of training for all of us. Bullying is an issue that we all feel very strongly about and an issue that we
all hope to conquer in the future. Thanks to the Anti-bullying Ambassador Trainers, we feel as if this could be possible. With this sort of training and
education, we will be able to stop bullying once and for all.
-Edie Witt, Maddy Morcroft and Phoebe Hayles, 9R
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Florence
The Year 9/10 trip to Florence, Italy, in February, was honestly the best trip I have ever been on. The beautiful paintings and awe-inspiring
architecture captivated us all; it seemed that everywhere you turned in this amazing city there was yet another treasure trove to discover.
On our first morning we climbed up a
narrow, winding stairway , 463 steps in total
to the top of the famous ‘Duomo’ designed
by Brunelleschi, overcoming claustrophobia
and a fear of heights in the process. It is the
architectural centre-piece of the city
dominating the sky-line.
One of my favourite parts of the trip was the
climb
up
to
the
Piazzale
de
Michelangelo…well not so much the climb
but the panoramic view of Florence it
afforded once you got to the top and, of
course, the gelato (rich, creamy ice-cream)
which worked wonders on our aching limbs!
Another really amazing part of the trip was
the tour of the Uffizi gallery led by our very
own teachers Signora Beardsley and
Signore Lord. This famous art gallery was
the brainchild of the Medici duke Cosimo
who, along with the Medici dynasty, became
patrons of the flourishing artistic talent in
Florence in the Renaissance period (1500s)
and wanted to preserve the wonderful
masterpieces for the people of Florence.
Here we studied the works of Botticelli, ‘The
Primavera’ ,the exquisite ‘Doni Tondo’ by Michelangelo and the sublime ‘Annunciation’ by Leonardo da Vinci’ to name a few. To be honest
I didn’t think I would enjoy looking at endless paintings for an afternoon, however, just like Florence mesmerises you, the iconic paintings
similarly hold you spell-bound. After the tour, we had the obligatory ice-cream and then meandered our way back through the cobbled
alleyways past the beautiful Santa Croce suffused with a sense of appreciation for art and Italian ice cream.
Continuing the food narrative, we were fortunate to arrive in Florence just when a chocolate festival was being held, a mere 100 metres
from our hotel!
I thoroughly enjoyed the trip, and, if I was given the chance to visit Florence again, I wouldn’t hesitate. Mrs Beardsley and Mr Lord add….’It
was a wonderful trip with the most fantastic group of girls’.
Jessica Allen - Year 10

YEAR 10 GRAPHICS
Year 10 Graphic Products students have been working on a live compeon
brief for the last few weeks to design and make a prototype container to hold
250ml of ﬂavoured milk for children. The brief, set by the Schools Starpack
Packaging Awards, which is now in its sixteenth year encourages students from
years 10, 11 and 12 to think imaginavely to reach an original soluon - in
addion to promong the opportunies available to young people in the world
of packaging design.
We were lucky to be able to welcome Diana Parkes from the Women's Sat Nav
to Success to come into school to talk to the year 10 students. She shared her
experiences from within the world of branding, packaging and adversing - in
parcular with so drinks and learning how to establish how the brand 'speaks'
to the consumer. This helped the students to consider their own branding
acvies prior to generang a range of excing design ideas sheets.
Judging criteria for the compeon is strict and looks for the following areas:
* Originality and aesthec qualies of the design rather than the commercial
viability.
* How the pack delivers beneﬁts to consumers, and that the funconality has
been considered as much as the branding.
* The quality of manufacture of the model and graphics used.
* The quality of the supporng porolio which must include evidence of
research and the development of the concept.
* Designs which demonstrate awareness of environmental issues, through
economic use of the material and recyclability.
* A 3D model to withstand transport and handling.
* Six one-sided A3 sheets or boards to demonstrate the development of ideas.
Eight students were shortlisted by the department to have their work
submied to Starpack Awards. Miss Wathen and Ms Drew found it incredibly
hard making the ﬁnal selecon of six however, as the standard of the work
and the eﬀort that had been dedicated was highly apparent.
The six students (in no speciﬁc order), whose work was submied were:
Sophie Adams
Laura Elfes
Tiggy Evans
Liberty Kinlin-Marn
Sophie Pearce
Neave Phillips
We await eagerly to hear the results of the judging - although either way the students should be proud of the outcomes produced. Miss
Wathen certainly is a #proudteacher and will be tweeng the models aer the judging, compeon success or not!
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AUSCHWITZ PROJECT
This term Emma Wilkins and myself were given the opportunity to be involved with the Lesson from Auschwitz Project, run by the Holocaust
Educational Trust. On our first orientation seminar in Exeter we heard the
testimony of holocaust survivor Ziggi Shipper who in 1940 was forced to move
to the Łódź Ghetto in Poland, the Ghetto was liquidated in 1944 and its
inhabitants were sent to Aushwitz-Birkenau, he then went to Stutthof
concentration camp as he was able to work. He stayed here until the camp
was liberated on May 3rd 1945 by British troops.
We then travelled with the trust to Oświęcim, Poland a fairly typical Polish town
in which 58% of the population before the war were Jewish and after, 0%. Firstly
we went to Auschwitz 1, now a museum dedicated to remembering the
atrocities committed their, with giant cases holding the property of those held
such as their shoes or glasses; the camp held Polish political and religious
opponents of the Nazi regime, Jews, homosexuals, Jehovahs Witnesses and
Soviet Prisoners of war. Here we saw the infamous sign placed by Nazi officer
Mjr. Rudolf Hoss, ‘Arbiet Macht Frei’- work sets you free- the first of many baring
this message to be hung outside a Nazi camp. Next we went to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the purpose built exterminate camp where it is estimated
that 1.2 million people perished; the size of the camp was astonishing, spanning for as far as you could see in all directions.
The LFA project was a harrowing yet unforgettable experience, which re-humanised the vast number of victims of the Holocaust.
Ellie Wilkinson - Year 12

Cells

EXAM SUCCESS
PLAN AHEAD
The next few months will be a busy and stressful me for many
students sing examinaons. The key to managing stress is BEING
PREPARED – so here are a few top ps for students and families.

Do :
• Have your own revision metable – start planning well before
exams begin.
• Make your books, notes and essays user-friendly. Use headings,
highlighng and revision cards and get ps on other revision
techniques from teachers and friends with experience of exams.
You could also consider buying revision guides.
• Take notes of the important points when revising. Try to answer
the quesons of past papers – explain answers to tricky quesons
to someone else.
• Everyone revises diﬀerently. Find out what roune suits you
best – alone or with a friend or parent/carer; early morning or late
at night, short, sharp bursts or longer sessions, with music or
without noise.
• Ask for help from your teacher/tutor, parent/carer or a friend if
there are things you don’t understand.

Don’t :
•
•
•
•

Don’t leave revision to the last minute.
Don’t avoid revising subjects you don’t like or ﬁnd diﬃcult.
Don’t forget that there is life beyond revision and exams.
Don’t’ cram ALL night before an exam.

PAMPER YOURSELF
Remember it’s important to eat and sleep well.
Put yourself ﬁrst- this is an important me for you. Try to talk to
your family about how they can make studying a lile easier for
you – for example, by agreeing mes when you can have our own
space, when they will try to be a lile quieter around the house
and when you’d rather not be disturbed.
Don’t revise all the me
Make sure you give yourself me each day to relax, taking breaks
to do something you enjoy, watch TV, listen to music, read a book
or go out for a walk.
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Earlier this term Year 7 were learning about the basic building
blocks of life,” Cells”. As part of their homework they were asked
to produce a model of a cell of their choice. The work produced
was of an excellent standard and many of the models will be kept
for display purposes.
I would like to congratulate Year 7 on their outstanding work
and to thank all the parents that very kindly bought the materials
required to make them.
MRS GASCOYNE

e are very proud to offer a further display of our students’ artwork. These are
just samples from a range of talented artists in Years 7 to 13.

W

For further viewing follow the link on the school’s website - it can be found at the
bottom the Art Department’s page, accessed via the Subjects tab.

Georgia Hansford
Caitlin Batcheldor
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Sport
CROSS COUNTRY

CRICKET

oth the Intermediate and Junior Teams raced in
the first round of the English Schools’ Cross
Country Cup. The results of the first round enabled
the junior team to compete in the Regional Finals. On
a cold Friday afternoon the girls ran fabulously and
gained 5th position.

B

Congratulations to the Parkstone’s U13s cricket team who achieved the fantastic runners up
place in the area final competition held at Canford School in March. A wonderful achievement..

BRITISH SKI ACADEMY

It’s hard to believe that a year has passed since I last had the chance to write for
the school’s newsleer, the me has gone so quickly and so much has happened.
This year I have been fortunate enough to have lived, schooled and skied with
the Brish Ski Academy in the Chamonix Valley in France for the enre winter
season, leaving home on Boxing Day and only returning to the UK on 12 March.
I am very happy to say that with support of all my teachers and friends at PGS
during this me that I was able to ﬁt straight back in when returning to school
recently.
So far I have been quite happy with my skiing this year and have gained some results
of which I am very proud. I ﬁnished 4th in the Slalom race at the Anglo Scosh Cup
in January, and then 4th again, this me in Giant Slalom whilst represenng PGS at
the Inter Schools races in my home resort of Les Houches in March. These results
are parcularly sasfying as the compeon this year has been very strong in the
under 14 category with up to 60 girls racing in my age group.
Its not all been so good though, a training crash in the speed event of Super G lead to a brief hospital visit with concussion, and another crash
in the Giant Slalom race at the English Champs in Bormio Italy cost me a good ﬁnish and resulted in a snapped ski. But that’s ski racing!
The ﬁnal races of the Winter, the Brish Champs, take place over Easter in Tignes where I hope to ﬁnish the season strongly, and in doing so
secure a selecon spot in the GB under 16 team for 2017.
Ellie Orchard 9R Under 14 Ski Racer with the Brish Ski Academy (March 2016)

NETBALL

Swimming

Congratulaons to the Year 7
netballers who were runners
up
in
the
PEDSSA
tournament.
As a result, the result
qualiﬁed for the County
Finals. It was a bierly cold
Saturday, but despite the
condions the team raised
their game and gained some excellent results, just missing out on a
semi-ﬁnal place by one goal.
Thanks go to the parents who supplied great support and warm
drinks!
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Teams from PGS entered the County Relays Swimming Gala
back in September and did us proud! The Junior Team
gained 5th place, the Intermediate Senior Teams came
2nd. Their times were fast enough for them to qualify for
the National Finals in November. The venue was the Olympic
Pool, London!!! There were high levels of excitement from
the girls when they realised they had made it!
Going into the Finals the Inters were ranked 10th and 9th
in the freestyle and medley respectively and the Seniors
were ranked 17th and 24th. The competition was of the
highest quality with Millfield, Kelly College and Plymouth
taking many of the honours. However, the teams competed
exceptionally well with the Inter freestyle team a gaining a
5th place in the final! An outstanding achievement.

